SAR Measurement Conservativeness
The SAR value1 is a measure of the amount of RF power absorbed by body tissue when using
a mobile or wireless device. The SAR limits in many countries are based on guidelines
developed by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)2 or
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)3. To demonstrate compliance with
these limits, devices are tested under laboratory conditions according to measurement
standards4 which prescribe the testing positions and all operational characteristics of the
mobile phone including testing using the maximum possible transmit power.
As a result of the conservativeness of the measurement standards, SAR values reported for
each model significantly overstate real-life exposure levels. In reality, devices operate at
significantly lower power levels, adapting constantly to use the minimum power required to
make and receive a call, in order to maximize battery life. Additionally, many current devices
utilize proximity sensors that reduce transmit power when it detects the device is close to the
user’s body.
Several studies of mobile phones in everyday use around the world have all shown that phones
typically operate at a small fraction of the phone’s maximum power output. For instance in a
paper on 4G devices5, the authors concluded:
The output power levels were found to be significantly below the maximum possible power,
with the mean output power being less than 1% of the maximum for all considered
environments.
This was consistent with earlier studies on 3G devices6,7 while for 5G devices,8 the authors found:
…(t)he 95th percentile, the mean and the median values were found to be less than 8%, 2%
and 1% respectively, of the maximum UE transmission power.
In each of these studies, representing a large variety of typical usage conditions i.e., in city,
urban, rural, indoor, outdoor environments and with voice and/or data connections, the results
all show that devices typically operate at a small fraction of the phone’s maximum power
output as tested for under compliance testing conditions.
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